The purpose of this study is to examine the activity of architectural publisher KOYOSHA (1912KOYOSHA ( -1944 from the characteristic of the publication and the persons involved with and is to locate its achievement within the framework of the history of modern architecture in Japan. As the result, below mentioned three points become clear;
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KOYOSHA was a well-known architectural publisher in Taisho era and prewar Showa. In this connection, on single publications has been researched so far, however the publisher's whole achievement remains unknown. The Rising period1920-1930; Its activity reached the top. As the annual average, more than 50 books published.
Besides the architectural books of collotype plates, KOYOSHA achieved success in the publication of a monthly magazine "KENCHIKU SHINCHO" on the one hand. This magazine became a representative to introduce the modern movement in architecture. On the other hand the founder also began to publish several series of books in cooperation with architects and scholars. Therefore such architectural books deepen expertise and consistency.
Furthermore, in such publications as Lecture notes, text books and books of collotype plates, Art and decoration of all ages and countries became new themes.
The maturity period1931-1944; Roles between the publisher and the authors become clear and the uniqueness of contents is enhanced. In this period many books on traditional Japanese architecture, furniture and arts & crafts were published. Here, Radicalism of modernist, traditionalism of Japanese classical architecture and commercialism of a private publisher made a miraculous equilibrium.
The activity and the achievement of KOYOSYA show diversity of architectural publishing in Japan in Taisho era and Showa before World War II. This aspect has not been mentioned so far. Namely, KOYOSHA published architectural books in response not only to theoretical promotion of the modernist architecture but also to social practical needs for diverse examples of forms or outlooking appearance: such as architectural Styles, ornaments and decoration, graphic design, traditional Japanese architecture, arts and crafts and furniture. This situation is caused by deepening relationship among the publisher and the authors, mainly architects. And the cooperation between the publisher and the author deepen expertize and raise the quality of the publication.
The entire activity of KOYOSHA shows a new perspective to the role of architectural books in the history of modern architecture. 
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